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ABSTRACT

I report here that the reciprocal expression of the genes encoding plastocyanin （
and cytochrome

6

（

） in

）

（Turpin） E. Hegewald and

Meyen （Hydrodictyaceae） is regulated via a common upregulation
mechanism under a copper-deﬁcient condition.
of full-length

In the presence of copper, transcription

mRNA starts at the regular transcription start site.

On the other

hand, under a copper-deﬁcient condition, an alternative start site approximately 150 bp
downstream from the regular start site becomes dominant to produce untranslatable
short mRNA, thereby downregulating protein synthesis by the translatable full-length
mRNA.

I determined the structure of

and

in both

and

, compared the 5 region sequences, and performed RNA analysis to examine
copper responsiveness.

The GTAC motif has been shown to be a core sequence of

copper responsiveness in

.

I found that

and

of

both species carry three GTAC motifs in a region proximal to the transcription start
site.

Furthermore, the distance between this GTAC cluster and the transcription start

site speciﬁc to a copper-deﬁcient condition is conserved in

and

.

These

ﬁndings strongly suggest that both genes mediated by the mechanism that enhances
transcription in the absence of copper.
expression of

and

in

Therefore, I propose a model for reciprocal
, wherein copper deficiency induces

transcription of the genes via a common mechanism, but results in upregulation of
mRNA synthesis and downregulation of translatable full-length

mRNA synthesis.

INTRODUCTION
In oxygenic photosynthesis, the copper protein plastocyanin and the hemeprotein
cytochrome

6

serve as mobile electron-transfer proteins between the cytochrome
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complex and P700 in the electron transport system.

Some species of cyanobacteria and

green algae are known to express these two proteins in a reciprocal manner depending
on the copper concentration of the surrounding environment : they express plastocyanin
in the presence of copper and express cytochrome

in the absence of copper（Bohner

6

and Böger 1978, Wood 1978, Sandmann et al. 1983, Sandmann 1986）.
Mechanisms that regulate copper-dependent reciprocal expression of these two proteins
have been studied in detail in the green alga
of

.

Transcription

, which encodes plastocyanin, is unaltered, but apoplastocyanin synthesized

from the transcript immediately degrades under a copper-deﬁcient condition （Merchant
and Bogorad 1986, Li and Merchant 1995）. On the other hand,
cytochrome

6

, which encodes

, is transcriptionally regulated （Hill et al. 1991） and carries copper

responsive elements （CuREs） in its promoter sequence （Quinn and Merchant 1995,
Quinn et al. 2000）.

Furthermore, copper responsive regulator 1 （CRR1） has been

shown to bind to the GTAC core of CuREs （Kropat et al. 2005, Sommer et al. 2010,
Castruita et al. 2011）
. Moreover,

expression appears to be regulated mainly at the

transcriptional level in the green alga

（Li and Merchant 1992）
.

Previously, I performed immunoprecipitation of cell-free translation products in the
green alga
mRNA and

NIES-301 and demonstrated that translatable
mRNA accumulated under only copper-sufficient and copper-

deﬁcient conditions, respectively（Nakamura et al. 1992）. In addition, the RNA analysis
showed that the short form of
length

mRNA, which lacks the 5 region of the full-

mRNA, but not the full-length sequence of

under a copper-deﬁcient condition （Nakamura et al. 2000）.
short

mRNA accumulation and downregulation of

that the mechanism regulating
from that operating in

expression in
and

mRNA, accumulated
The association between
expression suggests
is completely diﬀerent

.

Thus, I aimed to gain a better

understanding of this regulatory mechanism.
Here, I examined whether
and

expression.

and

share a common mechanism for

I subsequently determined the sequence of

and

in both species and closely studied the regions proximal to the corresponding
transcription start site.

And then searched for candidate sequences of the CuREs

mediating both genes.
MATERIALS
NIES-301 and

AND METHODS

NIES-213 were obtained from the Microbial

Culture Collection at the National Institute for Environmental Studies（Tsukuba, Japan）.
C medium （Ichimura 1971） was prepared from quartz glass-distilled ultrapure water
and high purity chemicals.

The copper concentration in the C medium was ≤3 nM,

as conﬁrmed by inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry using a Perkin Elmer
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SCIEX ICP Mass spectrometer ELAN DRC Plus （Waltham, MA, USA）.

Cells were

cultured in 5 L of C medium（copper-deﬁcient condition）or in C medium supplemented
with 100 nM of copper sulfate （copper-suﬃcient condition） at 25℃ with sterile aeration
（≥700 ml/min） until the late-log phase （2×106 cells/ml）. Cultured cells were collected
by centrifugation（10,000×g, 10 min）at 4℃ and stored at −25℃ until use.
Total RNA was extracted from cells cultured under copper-deficient and coppersuﬃcient conditions as described previously （Nakamura et al. 2000）.

Genomic DNA

was extracted from cells cultured under the copper-suﬃcient condition according to
the method reported by Newman et al （Newman et al. 1990）.

Residual RNA was

removed by lithium chloride precipitation and RNase.
RT-PCR was performed using a PrimeScript RT-PCR Kit （TaKaRa, Shiga, Japan）
according to the manufacturer s instructions.

Total RNA （1 μg） isolated from cells

cultured under each condition was used as a template to synthesize ﬁrst-strand cDNA
using oligo dT primer or gene speciﬁc-primers.
Formaldehyde-denatured total RNA （10 μg） isolated from cells cultured under each
condition was separated on a denatured agarose gel （1％ agarose） and transferred to
a Hybond-N＋membrane （GE Healthcare, Buckinghamshire, UK）.

Hybridization was

performed using a DIG High Prime DNA Labeling and Detection Starter Kit Ⅱ（Roche,
Mannheim, Germany） according to the manufacturer s instructions.
prepared by RT-PCR using total RNA isolated from

Probes were

cells cultured under

copper-suﬃcient or copper-deﬁcient conditions as a template.

A 447-bp probe detecting

mRNA was prepared with primers PDPC̲mF and PDPC̲mR, while a 370-bp
probe detecting

mRNA was prepared with primers PDC6̲F2 and PDC6̲R2.

All

primers used are listed in Supplementary Table 1.
: Total RNA isolated from
was used as a template.

cells cultured under the copper-suﬃcient condition

Primers PCBF135 and PBPCBR319 （Supplementary Table 1）

were designed from the previously reported

cDNA sequence（Nakamura

et al. 2000）
（GenBank ID: AB017810）and used for RT-PCR to obtain a PCY1 fragment.
: Total RNA isolated from

cells and

cultured under the

copper-deﬁcient condition was used as a template to obtain

fragments.

The

CODEHOP program（Rose et al. 2003）was used to design degenerate primers C6degF1
and C6deg1R （Supplementary Table 1） from the
cytochrome
ID : 1C6R）,
ID : 1A2S）
, and

-terminus amino acid sequence of

, and amino acid sequences of cytochrome

6

（UniProt ID : CYC6̲CHLRE）,

6

in

（PDB
（PDB

（UniProt ID : Q84LN7̲CHLVU）.

Sequential inverse PCR was performed on the basis of determined sequences of RT-PCR
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fragments and inverse PCR products in order to obtain the sequence of the full-length
gene.

Finally, the sequence of a single ampliﬁed product containing the gene and both

the 5 and 3 ﬂanking regions was determined by primer walking.

cDNA sequences

were determined by rapid ampliﬁcation of cDNA ends（RACE）
（Supplementary Table 1）
.
（

）

The transcription start site of each gene was determined using the 5 Full RACE Core Set
（TaKaRa）according to the manufacturer s instructions.

First-strand cDNA was synthesized

from total RNA isolated from cells cultured under copper-sufficient and copper-deficient
conditions using gene-speciﬁc reverse transcription primers （Supplementary Table 1）
, and
fragments carrying the 5 sequence of corresponding genes were obtained after ﬁrst- and
second-round PCR using gene-speciﬁc PCR primer sets （Supplementary Table 1）
. These
fragments were directly sequenced to determine the 5 end of each gene.
Sequence alignments of

and

between

and

were

constructed using Geneious Pro 5.3（Drummond et al. 2010）.
RESULTS
Accumulation of

mRNA in

and

cells cultured in the presence

or absence of 100 nM copper sulfate was assessed using Northern blot analysis.
agreement with the ﬁndings in
sequence of
of

In good

（Nakamura et al. 2000）
, only the full-length

mRNA accumulated in the presence of copper, while only the short form

mRNA accumulated in the absence of copper in

（Fig. 1）
. This suggests

Fig. 1 Copper-dependent accumulation of
mRNA and
mRNA in
Ten micrograms of total RNA isolated from
and
cultured under a
copper-deﬁcient（0 nM）or a copper-suﬃcient（100 nM）condition was used for Northern blot
analysis to examine the accumulation of
mRNA and
mRNA. A cDNA fragment
of
PCY1 or
served as a probe for the corresponding mRNA（Fig. 2）
.
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, is downregulated via the

mechanism mediating synthesis of untranslatable short

mRNA.

I next determined the 5 and 3 ends of the short form of
by RACE in order to identify missing regions.

mRNA

The size of the full-length

mRNA is 628 nt and comprises a 53-nt 5 untranslated region （UTR）, a 456nt coding sequence （CDS）, and a 119-nt 3 UTR.
short form of

On the other hand, the size of the

mRNA is 471 nt, as it lacks a 157-nt fragment（entire 5

UTR （53 nt） and 104 nt in the CDS） from the 5 end of the full-length

mRNA.

The remaining 3 end sequence of the short form is identical to that of the full-length
mRNA, and intron removal is also unaltered.
region of the full-length

These results suggest that only the 5

mRNA is missing in the short mRNA in

good agreement with ﬁndings in

, in

（Fig. 2A, Supplementary Fig. 1）.

I previously demonstrated that accumulation of translatable

mRNA, detected by

immunoprecipitation of cell-free translation products, occurred only under the copper-

Fig. 2 Structure of
and
, and mRNA sequences of both genes in
（A）Diagrams of
structure, full-length
mRNA synthesized under the coppersuﬃcient condition, and a short form of
mRNA synthesized under the copper-deﬁcient
condition. Narrow open boxes represent the UTR, while wide open boxes represent the
CDS. The number of base pairs in each region is shown above the corresponding box. The
numbers above the mRNA sequence corresponds to the nucleotide positions in the full-length
cDNA. The probe used for Northern blot analysis is shown as a line below the diagram
of the short form of
mRNA.（B）Diagrams of
structure and
mRNA.
Narrow open boxes represent the UTR, while wide open boxes represent the CDS. The
probe used for Northern blot analysis is shown as a line below the diagram of mRNA.
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deficient condition in

（Nakamura et al. 1992）.

In the present study,

I performed Northern blot analysis to examine accumulation of
and

.

mRNA in

mRNA accumulated in both species but only when

cultured under the copper-deﬁcient condition（Fig. 1）. This ﬁnding indicates that copper
deﬁciency upregulates transcription of
shown in

in

and

, as previously

（Hill et al. 1991, Quinn and Merchant 1995, Quinn et al. 2000）
.

RACE with total RNA isolated from cells cultured under the copper-deﬁcient condition
revealed that the size of

mRNA is 947 nt and comprises a 78-nt 5

UTR, a 501-nt CDS, and a 368-nt 3 UTR （Fig. 2B）, while

mRNA

comprises a 95-nt 5 UTR, and a 504-nt CDS（Supplementary Fig. 2）.
I determined the sequences and 5 regions of
and

and

in both

and compared them to ﬁnd whether the two species share common

CuREs.

The GTAC motif, the core of CuRE, is implicated in transcriptional regulation

in

.

Thus, I focused on the upstream region of each translation start

site in search of GTAC motifs conserved in both species.
: A 1,705-bp DNA fragment （PbPC） in

, comprising a 5 ﬂanking

sequence （969 bp）
, exon 1 （352 bp）, an intron （108 bp）, exon 2 （272 bp）, and a 3
ﬂanking sequence （6 bp） was sequenced.
in

Similarly, a 1,745-bp DNA fragment （PdPC）

, comprising a 5 ﬂanking sequence （1,010 bp）
, exon 1 （356 bp）, an intron

（107 bp）, exon 2（272 bp）, and a 3 ﬂanking sequence （5 bp） was sequenced （Fig. 2A）
.
Sequence data for PbPC and PdPC were submitted to DDBJ/EMBL/GenBank with
the following respective accession numbers : GenBank ID : AB218889 and GenBank ID :
AB218890.

The alignment of full-length sequences of PbPC and PdPC is shown in

Supplementary Figure 1.

When focused on the regions proximal to the transcription

start site, two GTAC motifs were conserved in the region between positions −25 and
−14 in PbPC and in the corresponding region between positions −22 and −11 in PdPC.
Furthermore, one GTAC motif was conserved in the region between positions ＋31 and
＋34 in PbPC and in the corresponding region between positions ＋35 and ＋38 in PdPC
（Fig. 3 and Supplementary Fig. 4A）.
: A 5, 549-bp DNA fragment （PbC6） in

, comprising a 5 ﬂanking

sequence（1,619 bp）, exon 1（94 bp）
, intron 1（86 bp）, exon 2（121 bp）, intron 2（489 bp）,
exon 3 （160 bp）, intron 3 （705 bp）, exon 4 （113 bp）, intron 4 （793 bp）, exon 5 （until
stop codon, 111 bp）, and a 3 flanking sequence including 3 UTR （1,258 bp） was
sequenced.

Similarly, a 5,367-bp DNA fragment （PdC6） in

, comprising a 5

ﬂanking sequence （1,698 bp）, exon 1 （77 bp）, intron 1 （87 bp）, exon 2 （118 bp）, intron
2 （470 bp）, exon 3（160 bp）, intron 3 （944 bp）, exon 4 （113 bp）, intron 4 （584 bp）,
exon 5 （479 bp）, and a 3 ﬂanking sequence （637 bp） was sequenced.

Sequence data

for PbC6 and PdC6 were submitted to DDBJ/EMBL/GenBank with the following
respective accession numbers : GenBank ID : AB334304 and GenBank ID : AB334305.

All
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but no CDS.

in
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The ﬁrst exon contained a 5 UTR,

Alignment of the full-length sequences of PbC6 and PdC6 is shown in

Supplementary Figure 2.

When focusing on the regions proximal to the transcription

start site （denoted by ＋1）
, three GTAC motifs were conserved in the region between
positions −146 and −105 in PbC6 and in the corresponding region between positions −173
and −121 in PdC6（Fig. 3 and Supplementary Fig. 4B）
.
DISCUSSION
In

,

protein expression is downregulated under the copper-

deﬁcient condition via the mechanism that mediates synthesis of short
which lacks the 5 end fragment extending into the CDS.
shares this unique mechanism.

mRNA,

In this study, I found that

Furthermore, gene sequence alignments

between the two species showed that GTAC motifs are conserved in the regions
proximal to the transcription start site in both
identiﬁed as the core sequence of CuREs of
gene （

） in

and

.

The GTAC motif is

and coproporphyrinogen Ⅲ oxidase

（Quinn and Merchant 1995, Quinn et al. 2000, Quinn et

al. 1999）. In addition, it was reported that CRR1 binds to the GTAC core of
and

, thereby upregulating transcription （Kropat et al. 2005, Sommer et al. 2010,

Castruita et al. 2011）. Similar regulation by CRR1 was also shown in expression of
copper response defect 1 gene（

）
（Moseley et al. 2002, Quinn et al. 1993）.

Figure 3 shows the positions of the GTAC motifs proximal to the transcription start

Fig. 3 Positions of GTAC motifs in the region proximal to the transcription start site in
copper-responsive genes of green algae. Positions of GTAC motifs in regions proximal to the
transcription start site in copper-responsive genes and their copper-dependent expression. Downpointing arrowheads indicate GTAC motifs in the region between nucleotide positions −200 and
＋50（note : ＋1 denotes the transcription start site）in each gene. Copper responsive expression
proﬁles are also summarized.
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sites of
in

,

, and

in

and those of three GTAC motifs

conserved between

and

.

The distance between the

most upstream and middle GTAC motifs appears shorter than that between the middle
and most downstream GTAC motifs in both

and

, suggesting that binding of CRR1-like transcription factor to GTAC motifs
in CuREs also initiates transcription of

under a copper-deficient

condition（Supplementary Fig. 4B）.
When the 5 ﬂanking region of
was present in

was compared, a GTAC motif （position, −59）
that was not transcriptionally regulated （Quinn et

al. 1993）, but was absent in transcriptionally regulated
and Merchant 1999）. This suggests that

（Quinn

is not regulated in these algae by CRR1-

GTAC binding in the region proximal to the transcription start site.
three GTAC motifs in

conserved between

On the other hand,

and

are within

the short region that extends into the transcription start site（Fig. 3 and Supplementary
Fig. 4A）
. This infers that full-length
start site, is synthesized in

mRNA, transcribed from the transcription
under the copper-sufficient condition, while

the conserved GTAC cluster interacts with a transcription factor （probably CRR1）
similar to that which enhances

transcription under the copper-deﬁcient condition,

thereby blocking the adjacent transcription start site.

Subsequently, an alternative site

approximately 150 bp downstream of the regular transcription start site （Supplementary
Fig. 3A ; PbPC : ＋152, PdPC : ＋158）may be used to produce the short

mRNA. The

short transcript undergoes normal splicing and polyadenylation, but appears untranslatable
because of the absence of an open reading frame encoding a functional protein.
Taken together, I propose a model for reciprocal expression of

and

in

via a common transcription mechanism under a copper-deﬁcient condition（Fig. 4）
.

Fig. 4 Model for copper-responsive reciprocal expression of
and
in
CRR1 : putative copper responsive regulator, RPase : RNA polymerase, down-pointing arrowhead :
conserved GTAC motifs
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List of primers used in the study

Experiment

Primer

Sequence

Gene sequence

PBPCF
PBPCR
PBPCAF
PBPCAR
PBPCBF
PBPCBR

5 -AGA
5 -TGC
5 -CTG
5 -AGG
5 -GAC
5 -CAA

RT-PCR

C6degF1
C6degR1
PBC6U1F
PBC6U1R
PBC6U2F
PBC6U2R
PBC6U3F
PBC6U3R
PBC6U4F
PBC6U4R
PBC6U5F
PBC6U5R
PBC6̲5R̲S1
PBC6̲5R̲A1
PBC6̲5R̲S2
PBC6̲5R̲A2
PBC6̲5R̲5P

5 -CGT BAT CCC BGA YAA GAC SCT G-3
5 -CAT VGC VCC CTT VCC GTT C-3
5 -GTG CTC GCA GCA GCA GGA GA-3
5 -TGT TCA TCC TTA CTG CAC ACG GTT A-3
5 -TAA CCG TGT GCA GTA AGG ATG AAC A-3
5 -CAG TTG CCT TCA AAC ACC TGC TG-3
5 -GGA TGG CCC GTG TGA TCT CTA CT-3
5 -CTT GAA ACC ACC ATC CAG GAA CTG-3
5 -CTG GCG GCA ACA ACA ATG TC-3
5 -AGT CAT TGG CGG CCT TGT CAT AC-3
5 -GTT GAA AAT GGC AAG GGT GCT ATG-3
5 -ATG TTT GCA GGG AAT GAG AGT ATG C-3
5 -GCC CGT GTG ATC TCT ACT GC-3
5 -TTC TCC ACC ACG GAG TTT TC-3
5 -CTG ACC CTA TCC GCT CAG AC-3
5 -TCG ATA GGG GAT TGT GTG G-3
5 -AAC TGC TCG ATG GCA GCC TTG-3

PCBF135
PCBR319
PDPCAF
PDPCAR
PDPCBF
PDPCBR
PDPC̲5R̲S1
PDPC̲5R̲A1
PDPC̲5R̲S2
PDPC̲5R̲A2
PDPC̲5R̲5P
PDPC̲3R̲S
PDPC̲mF
PDPC̲mR

5 -CCA GCC TGC AGA AGG TTG-3
5 -GGG GTA GCC AGC GTT GTT G-3
5 -CAA CCT ATC CTG CCT ATT GAA TCT G-3
5 -GTA GTA CTC GTA GGT CCC GGC AGT-3
5 -CAC CAG GTT CAT GGG CAA GA-3
5 -GTA GTA CTC GTA GGT CCC GGC AGT-3
5 -CCT GTC CCA CGA GGA CTA CT-3
5 -ATG GCA TCC TCG TCA AAG AC-3
5 -GTA CTA CTG CGA GCC CCA TC-3
5 -TAA CGG TAG AGG GCA CGA AC-3
5 -CGC CAT CAC CAG AAG G-3
5 -AGC CTG CAG AAG GTT G-3
5 -TTG TTG CTG TCC TTT GTA CCA AG-3
5 -GGC TCG CAG TAG TAC TCG TAG GT-3

C6degF1
C6deg1R
PDC6U1F
PDC6U1R
PDC6U2F
PDC6U2R
PDC6U3F
PDC6U3R
PDC6U4F
PDC6U4R
PDC6U5F
PDC6U5R
PDC6̲5R̲S1
PDC6̲5R̲A1
PDC6̲5R̲S2
PDC6̲5R̲A2
PDC6̲5R̲5P
PDC6̲F2
PDC6̲R2

5 -CGT BAT CCC BGA YAA GAC SCT G-3
5 -CAT VGC VCC CTT VCC GTT C-3
5 -TAA TGG TAA TAG CAG CAA GGG CTC A-3
5 -CGC GCG AGT ATT TAA CTA TAC GGA TG-3
5 -TAC AGA CGA CGT GTG AAG CAA CAT C-3
5 -CAG TTG CCC TCA AAG ACC TGC T-3
5 -GTT GAG AAG GTA GAC CGC GTT GC-3
5 -GTG TGG TCT GGG ATG ACA TTG TTG T-3
5 -ACA ACA ATG TCA TCC CAG ACC ACA C-3
5 -ACA AAC ACC TCA GAT TAC CAT GCA G-3
5 -ATG ATG CAA CCT GGG CTG AAC-3
5 -AGA TGT CTG TGC ACT GAA AGG TGT G-3
5 -AGT TCC TGG ACG GTG GTT TC-3
5 -CAG TTG CCC TCA AAG ACC TG-3
5 -TTG AGG CCA TCA AGT ATC AGG-3
5 -AAG ACC TGC TGG CCA AGT-3
5 -AAC TGC TCG ATG GCA GCC TTG-3
5 -GGT CTG GCT CGC GTC ATC TC-3
5 -GTT GCA TCA TTC ACC AGG AGT CAT T-3

Gene sequence

RACE

RT-PCR
Gene sequence

RACE

Hybridization probe
RT-PCR
Gene sequence

RACE

Hybridization probe

TGA TCA TGC ATG CTT ACG AAG T-3
TTC AAC AGA CCA ATC TTA GGA G-3
CAT GCA TGA TCC TTA AAA GAG-3
CTG GCG GTA GCC TTC AC-3
CAG GTT CGT GGG TAA GAA GT-3
AAT TGC GCG CTG TTC TAC TAT-3
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Supplementary Fig. 1 Sequence alignment of
and
.
Upper and lower sequences are
（AB218889）and
（AB218890）
,
respectively. Nucleotides in exons are shown in capital letters. Amino acid sequences deduced from
the CDS are also shown. Italic letters indicate transit sequences, while normal letters indicate amino
acids of mature peptides. Three GTAC motifs conserved are highlighted with an underline.
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Supplementary Fig. 2 Sequence alignment of
and
（continued on next page）
. Upper and lower sequences are
（AB334304）
and
（AB334305）
, respectively. Amino acid sequences deduced from the
CDS are also shown. Normal letters indicate amino acids of mature peptides, while italic
letters indicate transit sequences. Three GTAC motifs conserved are highlighted with an
underline.
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Supplementary Fig. 2（continued on next page）
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Supplementary Fig. 2（continued）
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Supplementary Fig. 3 cDNA sequences of
and
genes of
.（A）A sequence
of full-length
cDNA （628 bp） obtained from cells cultured under the copper-suﬃcient
condition. The numbers above the sequence indicate nucleotide positions （＋1 designates
the 5 end）
. A GTAC motif at position ＋35 and a start codon （ATG） at position ＋54 are
underlined. The position of the 5 end of the short mRNA corresponds to ＋158 in the full-length
mRNA. The deduced amino acid sequence is also shown : italic letters indicate transit sequences,
while normal letters indicate amino acids of mature peptides.（B）A sequence of full-length
cDNA （947 bp） produced under the copper-suﬃcient condition. The numbers above the sequence
indicate nucleotide positions （＋1 indicates the 5 end）
. A start codon （ATG） at position ＋79 is
underlined. The deduced amino acid sequence is also shown: italic letters indicate transit sequences,
while normal letters indicate amino acids of mature peptides.
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Supplementary Fig. 4 Positions of conserved GTAC motifs in the region proximal to the
transcription start site in
and
. （A）Alignment of the regions proximal to the
transcription start site in
（PbPC） and
（PdPC）
. Nucleotides
in exons are shown in capital letters. The transcription start site under the copper-suﬃcient
condition is denoted by ＋TSS, while that under the copper-deﬁcient condition is denoted by −TSS.
A start codon is highlighted with an underline, while three GTAC motifs are highlighted with
a bold underline. （B）Alignment of the regions proximal to the transcription start site in
（PbC6） and
（PdC6）
. Nucleotides in exons are shown in
capital letters. Three GTAC motifs are highlighted with bold underline, while a TATA motif and
a start codon are indicated with an underline.

